INTRODUCTION
Topology optimization has rapidly evolved from an academic exercise into an exciting discipline with numerous industrial applications [1] , [2] . Applications include optimization of aircraft components [3] , [4] , spacecraft modules [5] , automobiles components [6] , cast components [7] , compliant mechanisms [8] - [11] , etc.
The focus of this paper is on thermo-elastic buckling topology optimization where structures are restrained and subject to thermal loading. For example, consider the wing rib structure of a high Mach supersonic aircraft in Figure 1 . During rocket boost phase when the aircraft is subject to rapid acceleration and significant thermal gradients, its surface temperature can be as high as 0 1650 C . Since the rib structures are welded onto wing skins, uneven thermal heating may induce significant compressive stresses to cause buckling. Therefore, a primary goal for structural designs of airplanes operating in extreme thermal environment is to provide a light-weight structure with thermal buckling resistance. However, unlike in pure elasticity, for thermo-elastic problems, the displacements are computed after accounting for the additional thermal load. This poses both theoretical and computational challenges in topology optimization discussed later in the paper.
In Section 2, popular methods for buckling topology optimization are reviewed. Some of the challenges that remain are identified. In Section 3, we provide a brief of necessary technical background followed by proposed method and its implementation. In Section 4, numerical experiments are presented, followed by conclusions in Section 5.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Buckling constrained topology optimization
Buckling problems mostly occur in thin-walled structures [12] . Buckling constrained topology optimization problems were originally studied by ground structure method, while more recent methods are continuum based and can be classified into the following types: Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP), evolutionary structural optimization (ESO) and levelset. In following sections, we review previous publications based on their methods.
Ground structure approach
Ground structure approach is the classic method for optimizing the topology of truss systems. In this approach, a network of potential truss members is first prescribed in a design domain. A size optimization is carried out on each truss member until the cross-section areas of non-optimal trusses approach zero and can therefore be removed [13] .
However, including buckling constraint into truss topology optimization is non-trivial. The member forces in each truss have to satisfy functions which discontinuously depend on design variables [14] . Traditional optimizers face difficulty in solving such problems. In [14] , the author argued that including slenderness constraints into buckling problems can guarantee solution existence and simplify the process. In [15] , by using a smooth procedure to remove singular optimum from original formulation, size optimization was made more efficient. In a recent publication [16] , the author used a mixed variable formulation to linearize buckling constraints in each ground structure member. Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP)
In the discipline of continuum structural topology optimization, the most popular method is SIMP. Its primary advantages are that it is well understood, robust and easy to implement [17] . Indeed, SIMP has been applied to a variety of topology optimization problems ranging from fluids to nonlinear structural mechanics.
However, the 'singularity-problem' associated with zerodensity elements require careful treatment, for example through epsilon-methods [18] , [19] . Secondly, the ill-conditioning of the stiffness matrices, due to low-density elements, can lead to high computational costs for iterative solvers [20] , [21] .
The challenge of SIMP in buckling constrained topology optimization problem is the appearance of pseudo buckling modes in low-density regions. In [22] , a buckling load criterion was introduced to ignore the geometric stiffness matrix of the elements whose density and principal stress were smaller than a prescribed value. In [23] , the author argued such cut-off method may abruptly change objective function and sensitivity field, which often leaded to oscillating solutions. Instead, the author suggested using different penalization scheme for stiffness matrix and geometric stiffness matrix. Although the author in [24] suggested it was difficult to select a appropriate penalty scheme for accurate calculation of buckling load factor, the proposed approach by [23] became a popular formulation for many researchers [25] . In a recent publication [26] , a new approach to remove pseudo buckling mode was based on eigenvalue shift, and pseudo mode identification. ESO ESO [27] is an alternate topology optimization formulation where finite elements are gradually removed based on their significant levels to objective function. BESO [28] addresses some of the limitations of ESO by permitting insertion of elements.
In [29] , a modified ESO method was proposed to maximize linear buckling load factor. The sensitivity number of the lowest eigen-value was first derived. The buckling eigen-value maximization was then formulated by appropriately selecting optimum criteria, based on the previously calculated sensitivity.
Level-Set
The level-set strategy is gaining popularity for solving topology optimization problems for several reasons: the boundary is well-defined at all times, the stress-singularity problem does not arise, and the stiffness matrices are typically well-conditioned; see [30] for a recent review and comparison of level-set based methods in structural topology optimization.
In [31] , a simplified buckling sensitivity field was incorporated into a level-set based framework to accelerate large-scale topology optimization process.
Proposed method
Research gap
From the above literature review, one can conclude that there have been significant research devoted to solving buckling constrained topology optimization problems. However, one can identify the following research gaps:
o Although thermal buckling is of significant importance to stability analysis of structures under thermal gradients, there is very little research on buckling constrained thermoelastic topology optimization. o Computing buckling topological sensitivity is expensive, and efficient approaches are needed.
Proposed
In this paper, we adopt a level-set method due to its inherent advantages. However, instead of relying on the Hamilton-Jacobi equations for level-set propagation [32] , we rely on fixed-point iteration to advance the topology [21] . Therefore, the domain need not be initialized with holes. The thermo-elastic buckling topological sensitivity field is calculated through two distinct approaches: direct and adjoint methods. The two approaches are tested and compared on 3D large-scale models.
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ALGORITHM
Optimization problem formulation
Topology optimization of continuum structures often results in designs with column and thin-walled structures. External thermal gradients may introduce compressive stress in such structural components, causing buckling. Thus, by accounting for the buckling constraint, a thermo-elastic compliance minimization topology optimization problem can be posed as: In words, the objective is to find the optimal topology with minimal volume within the design domain (  ) while satisfying prescribed compliance and buckling constraints. During the optimization process, the displacement and temperature fields are calculated from thermo-elastic finite element analysis discussed below.
Thermo-elastic finite element analysis
Finite element formulations of (weakly-coupled) thermoelastic problems essentially reduce to solving two linear equations:
The elemental thermal load vector in Equation (3) is formed via [33] : 
Further explanations and details may be found, for example, in [34] . The compliance for a thermo-elastic system is defined as:
It is noted in this paper the temperature within the design domain is increased uniformly, so that solving Equation (2) is unnecessary. Also, observe that Equation (3) represents a weakly-coupled problem where the thermal field influences the displacements, but not the inverse. Strongly-coupled thermoelastic problems are beyond the scope of this paper.
Buckling sensitivity analysis
In this section, two approaches are used to calculate the sensitivity of linear buckling load factor. The linear buckling load factor can be calculated from a well-known formulation [12] : In Equation (8), the global geometric stiffness matrix is defined via the assembly:
where N is the number of finite elements and the elemental geometric stiffness matrix are defined as:
where G is obtained from shape functions by appropriate differentiation and reordering [12] . The matrix S can be defined as:
where
In addition, the stress in an element can be defined as:
It is clear that in Equation (8) the geometric stiffness matrix K σ is a function of stress ( σ ) which depends on the topological design variable, while the stiffness matrix ( K ), buckling load factor ( λ ) and buckling mode vector ( υ ) are explicitly dependent on design variables. It is also noted since the temperature field is uniformly elevated to a prescribed value, the temperature field ( t ) is not dependent on those quantities. Let Q be any quantity of interest in an optimization problem. The sensitivity of Q with respect to any design variable is defined as:
The derivatives of the global stiffness matrix and geometric stiffness matrix can be expressed as:
Direct method
Multiplying the buckling mode vector ( T υ ) on both sides of Equation (8), and taking the derivative with respect to design variable, we have:
Due to Equation (8), the first term in Equation (17) vanishes. Reordering terms in Equation (17), we have the sensitivity of the linear buckling load factor as:
A simple method to calculate ( K σ ′ ) is to use finite difference, i..e, calculate the effect of removing a single element on the global geometric stiffness matrix. Obviously, this method is too expensive for topology optimization … the computational cost will increase significantly with the number of elements. Alternatively, we can employ a more direct and efficient approach.
The term on the right hand side of Equation (16) can be written as the summation of all finite elements:
where N is the number of all finite elements. In words, the sensitivity of global geometric stiffness matrix equals the summation of the combinational effect between sensitivity of global geometric stiffness matrix with respect to each finite element stress and the sensitivity of the elemental stress. For a specific j-element in Equation (19) , reuse the summation rule as Equation (19):
where the summation refers to the six elemental stress components in Equation (13) . Further:
Since the geometric stiffness matrices in other elements are not explicitly dependent on the stress in j-element ( k j σ ), the second term in numerator of Equation (21) can be dropped:
where 0 0
For the six stress components in Equation (13), it is easy to calculate their matrices elements in Equation (23) 
The term (
) in Equation (20) can be derived as follows.
Rewrite Equation (6) for the j-element:
where the elemental thermal strain ( th j ε ) can be calculated in Equation (5) . Clearly, it is independent of design variable ( x ). Take derivative of each term in Equation (25), we have:
We can calculate the term ( j d′ ) in Equation (26) in the following manner. Taking derivative of the static equilibrium equation in Equation (3):
where the structural force is assumed independent of design variable. Reordering terms, we have 1 ( )
The elemental displacement sensitivity in j-element ( j d′ ) can be directly obtained from Equation (28) .
Adjoint method
An efficient way to compute the sensitivity field of buckling load factor is by adding adjoint variables and constraints into Equation (8) [35] . By carefully selecting the adjoint variables, the computational expensive terms ( j σ ′ ) and ( j d ′ ) in Equation (26) and (28) are expected to drop.
Multiplying buckling mode vector (
T υ ) on both sides of Equation (8) and augmenting with two constraints multiplied by two adjoint variables ( µ ) and ( w ), we have:
where the matrix ( Y ) and ( Z ) relate displacement and thermal strain to stress, respectively. In Equation (29) , the adjoint µ link the stress to deformation, and the adjoint w link the deformation to external load. Then, taking derivative of Equation (29) and simplifying terms, we get:
The first adjoint ( µ ) is chosen such that the terms with ( ' σ ) can be dropped from Equation (32):
After factoring and rearranging terms, we have:
where the term
is the assembly of all elemental sensitivities, each containing six components.
can be calculated from Equation (22) .
Equation (32) simplifies to:
The second adjoint w is chosen such that the terms containing ' d can be cancelled out:
After rearranging terms, we have:
Therefore, the sensitivity of the buckling load factor can be expressed as:
Discrete element sensitivity approximation
The last step is to compute the sensitivity of the global matrices in Equation (18) and (39), i.e., ' K ,
Y and ' Z . If pseudo-density parameterization is used (e.g. SIMP), then the sensitivities can be computed via their respective material interpolation scheme [36] . One of the challenges with this approach is that the stiffness matrices will exhibit large condition numbers due to the elements with intermediate densities [37] . This will result in slow convergence of iterative solvers.
Here, we employ a discrete approximation, i.e., the sensitivities of the stiffness matrices are computed at the center of each element [38] , i.e.:
and then smoothened.
Augmented Lagrangian method
In order to solve the thermo-elastic TO problem posed earlier in Equation (1) . The constraints can be absorbed into the objective function through the augmented Lagrangian [39] :   1   ( , , ; , ) ( , , ; , )
where Observe that the gradient of augmented Lagrangian with respect to design variable ( x ) is given by:
The buckling sensitivity can be computed by Equation (18) and (39) while the sensitivity of compliance can be found in [38] .
The Lagrangian multipliers and penalty parameters are initialized to an arbitrary set of positive values. Then the augmented Lagrangian is minimized using, for example, conjugate gradient method. In every iteration, the Lagrangian multipliers are updated as follows:
where the ˆk x is the local minimum at the current k iteration. The penalty parameters are updated via: 
Proposed Method
The proposed method for thermo-elastic topology optimization builds upon the Pareto method which is therefore summarized next.
Pareto is a topological sensitivity based method, whose unique feature is that it traces the Pareto-optimal curve governing the optimized quantity of interest  (such as compliance) and the volume fraction [21] .
For a compliance constrained volume minimization problem in Figure 2 , the optimization process starts at a volume-fraction of 1 (at the bottom right), and the Pareto-optimal curve is traced in small decrements of volume fractions until the constraints are violated. For detailed description of PareTo, please refer to [21] . Figure 2 : The Pareto-optimal curve and optimal topologies for a 3D structural problem.
Algorithm
The overall algorithm proceeds as follows: 1. Start the optimization at a volume fraction of 1.0. The 'current volume fraction' v is set to 1.0, and 'volume decrement' v  , is set to 0.025. 2. Solve the thermo-structural FEA problem in Equation (2) and the stress are extracted at the center of each element by Equation (6). 3. Solve the linear buckling eigen-value problem in Equation (8) . The buckling topological sensitivity field is computed at the center of each element and locally smoothened with neighboring elements by either the direct method in Equation (18) 
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this Section, we demonstrate the proposed method through numerical experiments. The default parameters are as follows:
o The material is assumed to be steel, i.e., the elastic modulus is o The reference temperature is 0 0 C , and a thermal load is applied by increasing the temperature uniformly of T ∆ . o Hexahedral elements are used for 3D finite element analysis. Further, the desired volume fraction is 0.5. In other words, the optimization terminates if the constraints are violated or if the final volume fraction is reached.
Benchmark example
The first experiment involves the classic thin column structure which was previously studied in [31] . As illustrated in Figure 4 , the structure is clamped at bottom and a compressive load of 
In words, we search for the optimal design whose final compliance should be no larger than 2.5 times its initial value while the final buckling load factor should be larger than or equal to 60% of its initial value.
In order to test the direct and adjoint methods, we use different numbers of finite elements to mesh the thin column in Figure 4 and compare their computational time. The comparison is shown in Figure 5 . It is clear the proposed adjoint method is significantly computational efficient. Since the inverse of the global stiffness matrix ( 1 K − ) has to be computed for every single element iteration as illustrated in Equation (28) , the computing time of the direct method increase exponentially with the number of finite elements. Therefore, expecting the direct method to finish a large-scale job, normally with over one million DOF, in a reasonably short time is impossible. adjoint method. Due to its simplicity and efficiency, the adjoint method is preferred henceforth. If we use 30,000 elements (i.e., 104,832 DOF) to mesh the design domain, the resulting topologies are shown in Figure 6 (a). If the temperature elevation is neglected from Equation (50), i.e. a pure elastic optimization problem is considered, the optimal topology is shown in Figure 6 (b). If both the temperature change and the buckling constraint are neglected from Equation (50), i.e. a pure elastic volumecompliance minimization problem is considered, the resulting topology is in Figure 6 (c). The impacts of temperature change and buckling constraint on the optimization results are clearly seen. The detailed results are shown in Table 1 where the active constraints are emphasized with a 'box'. Observe in Figure 7 that with the decrement of volume fraction, the compliance monotonously increases, while the buckling load factor generally decreases. 
Industrial application
The purpose of this section is to show the robustness of the proposed adjoint method for a non-trivial application. In particular, a thermo-elastic TO problem over an air plane wing rib structure is studied in this section. The ribs are commonly used in aero-industry to stiffen wing structures. Since the ribs are fastened onto wing skins and are often subject to temperature rise during flight, deduced thermal compressive stress may result in buckling failure.
In this application, we optimize the rib design subject to compliance and buckling constraints with a uniform temperature rise of 
As shown in Figure 9 , the rib is fixed at top surface and a vertical force of Figure 10 and the results are detailed in Table 2 . 
CONCLUSIONS
The main contribution of the paper is a new method for buckling constrained thermo-elastic topology optimization algorithm. Two different formulations were presented and compared. Both formulations exploit the concept of topological sensitivity; thus material parameterization is not required.
As the numerical experiments reveal, the impact of temperature variations on the final topologies can be significant for certain problems. Future work will focus on non-linear buckling analysis of large-deformation.
